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Chapter 4951 

At one point, Ye Chen felt that finding the exact address of the Five-Four-Seven lineage of dead soldiers 

would be as difficult as ascending to heaven. 

The reason for this was that the mysterious organisation controlled the dead soldiers extremely closely, 

not allowing them to sense the exact time, nor the light, temperature, sound and seasons of the outside 

world. 

Therefore, the Five-Four-Seven do not even know which of the seven continents they live in, let alone 

whether they are in the tropics or the cold zone. 

Even if the only living person could not produce any substantial clues, it would be even more impossible 

for outsiders to find the place. 

But Li Yalin had found exactly the clues that the mysterious organisation could not control. 

Earthquakes, tsunamis and typhoons are all powerful natural phenomena. If a strong bunker can still 

isolate typhoons and tsunamis, even a strong bunker cannot isolate the strong tremors caused by 

earthquakes. 

Those imprisoned in the shadows, or in some kind of underground fortification, may not be able to 

perceive the sun or the stars, the real sounds and temperatures of the outside world, but when an 

earthquake strikes, no matter how deep they are underground or in a cave, they are bound to feel it. 

Moreover, violent earthquakes do not happen often, and if they have happened before, one does not 

need a very precise timeline to be able to judge an approximate one, so that as long as the clues match 

relatively well, the odds are that they will correspond. 

However, Li Yalin was not overly optimistic, he said to Ye Chen with a grave expression, “Young Master 

Ye, the live one you mentioned is the only clue that can be found at the moment that has a connection 

to that mysterious organisation, if I can successfully find their premises, only then can I possibly find a 

clue to the mysterious organisation behind it, but if I can’t find their premises, or if by the time I find it 

they have already evacuated this group of dead soldiers, then I’m afraid the trail will be completely cut 

off, after all, the mission of that group of dead soldiers failed completely last time, maybe that 

mysterious organization will move all the dead soldiers to other places out of caution.” 

Ye Chen nodded and said seriously, “I think, the odds are that they won’t evacuate, think about it, why 

would they go to such great lengths to hide this garrison and even use all their efforts to block the 

perception of these dead soldiers? It’s because such a compound takes a long time and costs to select, 

build and maintain, and cannot be replaced easily, that’s why they want to make sure that these dead 

soldiers who are sent out on missions know nothing about where they live, so that even if they fail and 

are captured, they can’t give up tangible information about this compound.” 

Li Yalin nodded and said, “It would be best if this is the case, the dead soldiers’ quarters must be closely 

guarded by the core members of this organisation, as long as we can find this quarters, we will be able 

to follow the trail and find the veins of this mysterious organisation.” 



Saying that, he looked up at Ye Chen and asked, “Young Master Ye, with my years of experience as a 

police officer, I have concluded an immutable truth, and that is: contact is always mutual.” 

Ye Chen said indifferently, “Inspector Li might as well expand on it.” 

Li Yalin said, “After watching too many police movies, one would think that the police always seem to be 

able to find the criminals without them being aware of it and keep them firmly in control until they are 

eliminated, but those kinds of criminals are all relatively low level.” 

“There are quite a few highly intelligent criminals who have a very keen sense of smell, and when we 

have just found a clue to him and have not even locked his identity, he has already found us, and by the 

time we try to dig deeper for clues, the other party has long disappeared.” 

“This organisation you’re talking about is extremely powerful, and once I really start to reach out to 

them, it’s likely they’ll find me too.” 

“Moreover, this is not the police catching criminals, the police catching criminals, normally the worst 

outcome is just that the person runs away and is not caught, but this mysterious organisation is so much 

stronger than me, maybe even stronger than you, once we make contact with them, then the situation 

is likely to get out of control and we might even be exposed to them. “ 
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At this point, Li Yalin said with a grave expression, “Young Master Ye, I am telling you this not because I 

am afraid of death or backing out, after all, you saved my life, and my wife and children are here today 

thanks to you, even if I die, it doesn’t matter, I just hope you can prepare well in advance, on the one 

hand, protect yourself, on the other hand, if you can, please try to protect protect my family well.” 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment and said with a solemn expression, “Detective Li, what you need to do 

right now is to work with Five Four Seven, using your professional skills, the natural disaster data you 

have in your hands, and Five Four Seven’s memories, in a no-contact state, first lock the other party’s 

location, if you really need to make some contact, I will personally take action, without you having to 

take any risks. ” 

Li Yalin hurriedly explained, “Young Master Ye, I am not afraid of taking risks ……” 

Ye Chen nodded: “I know, and I don’t doubt your guts, but like you said earlier, contact is mutual, it’s 

prudent, if you really need to make contact, it’s definitely more prudent for me to make contact than for 

you to make contact, so you just do the preliminary investigation, and leave the rest to me to decide.” 

Li Yalin’s purpose was to remind Ye Chen that he must be careful and cautious again. 

Seeing that Ye Chen had accepted his advice, Li Yalin also put his heart down and spoke, “Young Master 

Ye, in that case, then I have nothing to worry about, and I will tell you first when I have made progress.” 

…… 

Evening. 

While Ye Chen drove back to Providence, Li Yalin took a Virgin Atlantic flight to Beirut, the capital of 

Lebanon, via London. 



After a twelve-hour flight, after the plane had landed in Beirut, Wan Breaking Jun personally used a 

helicopter to pick him up at the Ten Thousand Dragons Temple’s base in Syria. 

The base had already taken shape as a result of the Dragon Warrior’s extremely generous infrastructure 

funding. 

A large number of workers from all over the Middle East were working round the clock on the huge 

construction site, and the various high-end heavy machinery used in the construction of the base could 

almost only be seen in developed countries. 

When Li Yalin saw with his own eyes several Liebherr 750-tonne all-terrain cranes lifting wind turbines 

around the Wanlong Temple base, he was dumbfounded. 

He subconsciously asked Wan Bajun, “Master Wan Long Hall …… These wind turbines, are they also the 

Wan Long Hall’s own?!” 

The wind power is only one of them, not far away from that mountain, we have invested in a large 

amount of photovoltaic power generation, photovoltaic during the day, wind power at night, not 

enough to have the official supply of Syria, after the power generation is basically in place, will also 

invest in a large energy storage base station, in addition to this, the oil on the Syrian side In addition, 

more than 80% of the oil in Syria has been stolen by the United States, and the Syrian government can’t 

get a penny, so they have a plan to give us an exploitation license, when we can explore and extract the 

oil ourselves, and then invest in an oil refinery and oil power plant.” 

Li Yalin was horrified to hear this and said offhandedly, “This is too big a gesture ……” 

Wan Bajun said indifferently, “Mr. Ye arranged it, he asked me to build this place into a permanent base, 

so the infrastructure must be prepared with many hands, and Mr. Ye gave tens of billions of dollars, so 

we plan to invest more money and trade money for time.” 

Li Yalin could not help but exclaim, “Young Master Ye is really generous in what he does, if this base is 

completely completed, it might be able to compete with that mysterious organisation.” 

Saying that, he hurriedly asked, “By the way, Hall Master Wan, where is the live one that Young Master 

Ye mentioned now?” 

Wan Bajun said, “Five-Four-Seven is in the core area with the highest level of secrecy, Inspector Li please 

follow me!” 
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Under the leadership of Wan Bajun, Li Yalin arrived at the core area of the Ten Thousand Dragon Temple 

here. 

The so-called core area was a four-square-kilometre central area right in the centre of the Ten Thousand 

Dragons Temple’s base. 

Although the base was not yet completed, high walls had already been erected in the core area, and 

inside the walls were a large number of frame buildings of different heights. 



These framed buildings are modular units procured from China by the Dragon Palace, which can be put 

into use in the shortest possible time after rapid a*sembly. 

However, these buildings are only temporary and will be gradually dismantled and eliminated once the 

permanent base is completed. 

Wan Bajun led Li Yalin to a six-storey building, where the rapid renovation of the interior of the building 

had already been completed, and although the outside was still a hot construction site, there was 

basically no sign of construction inside. 

A few minutes later, Li Yalin met Five-Four-Seven, who had lost his arms and legs, on the top floor of this 

building. 

During this period of time, Five-Four-Seven had become the tactical guide of the Ten Thousand Dragons 

Hall. Although he had lost his arms and legs, he still taught the soldiers of the Ten Thousand Dragons 

Hall the various formations he had mastered when he was a dead soldier, so that it was as if the soldiers 

of the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall had opened the door to a new world and had mastered many flexible 

tactics that they had never seen before. 

In order to study how to break the tactics of these dead soldiers, Wan Bajun arranged for a number of 

senior officers of Wan Long Hall to work with Five Four Seven to study ways of restraining the tactics of 

the dead soldiers. 

In order to ensure that Five-Four-Seven’s secrets would not be leaked, only the top bra*s of the Dragon 

Hall were allowed to set foot in this building, and Five-Four-Seven himself never left the building. 

At this moment, Five-Four-Seven was communicating and discussing tactics with a few instructors from 

the Ten Thousand Dragon Temple. Wan Bajun invited the others out, then invited Li Yalin in and said to 

Five-Four-Seven, “Little Five, this is Inspector Li, who was invited by Mr Ye to investigate that mysterious 

organisation behind you. I hope you can cooperate well with Inspector Li and tell him all the information 

you know. ” 

When Five-Four-Seven saw Li Yalin, his whole body was as appalled as if he had seen a ghost! 

He had not heard of Li Yalin’s great name, nor did he know his origin and background, but he 

remembered Li Yalin’s face and remembered that when he went to a*sa*sinate the An family, the first 

thing he saw when the lift doors opened was this Li Yalin in front of him. 

At that time, he was even the first person to shoot at Li Yalin. 

Therefore, he knew very well how many shots Li Yalin had taken at that time, and could also conclude 

that there was no way that Li Yalin would have any chance of surviving. 

Because of this, when he saw Li Yalin’s familiar yet unfamiliar face, his entire body panicked to the 

extreme. 

Li Yalin also knew that this man was the culprit who had nearly killed himself in the first place, but he 

didn’t get angry, he just smiled slightly and said, “Seeing this surprised look on your face, you must still 

remember me, right?” 



Five-four-seven was stunned and couldn’t help but say i: “This …… How is this possible …… At that time 

…… At that time that person …… was you?!” 

Li Yalin smiled blandly and said, “If the person you are talking about is the one who was beaten into a 

hornet’s nest by you at the lift door, then I can tell you in charge that it was me.” 

“But …… But that’s not logical ……” Five-Four-Seven said doubtfully, “You were shot so many times that 

your body died right then and there, it was clearly impossible to save it ……” 

Li Yalin nodded and said seriously, “I was bound to die, but fortunately there was Mr. Ye, so I came back 

to life.” 

“Mr. Ye ……” Five-Four-Seven instantly remembered Ye Chen’s amazing strength, and that Ye Chen was 

able to break the poison that had comforted him for more than thirty years with a snap of his fingers, 

and then he thought of how Li Yalin looked at that time when he was hit by dozens of shots in the end, 

and his heart was even more impressed with Ye Chen. 

So, he was ashamed to say, “Inspector Li, I have offended you much for what happened at the 

beginning, please forgive me ……” 

Li Yalin nodded and said blandly, “You were also following orders, it’s understandable.” 

Five-Four-Seven sighed in relief and hurriedly added, “Inspector Li, whatever questions you have, as long 

as I know, I will know everything and say everything.” 
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Five-Four-Seven had long hated the organisation that controlled his fate to the core, and had even been 

hoping that Ye Chen would be able to find the quarters of his line of dead soldiers and save his wife and 

family along with him, so naturally he was absolutely cooperative with Li Yalin. 

Li Yalin nodded, and without too much nonsense, he got straight to the point and said, “The immediate 

task at hand is to find out the location of your compound on the map, before that I wonder if you have 

any valuable clues to share with me?” 

Five-Four-Seven shook his head and said, “I’m not going to lie to you Inspector Li, I’ve been thinking 

about this for a while, but the organisation was too cautious and didn’t let me leave any valuable 

information.” 

Li Yalin smiled faintly, took out the table of major natural disasters he had combed through and asked 

him, “Mr. Five, how old are you?” 

Five-Four-Seven busily said, “Back to Inspector Li, I’m probably between thirty-six and thirty-eight this 

year.” 

Li Yalin asked curiously, “What did you use to gauge your age?” 

Five-Four-Seven explained, “Within the dead soldiers, there is a kind of ‘calendar’ that is quietly 

recorded, and we roughly recorded the time based on our own work and rest, but since there is no 

absolute reference standard, there are still some errors.” 



Li Yalin nodded and said, “Then we’ll go by thirty-eight years.” 

Saying that, he combed through the last thirty-five years of major natural disasters, and while looking at 

the entries, he asked, “From the time you were born to the last time you left the premises, have your 

premises ever moved or changed?” 

“No.” Five-Four-Seven replied, “The garrison where I was born was an underground fortification that I 

don’t know where or how deep it was, and it hadn’t been relocated for so many years.” 

Li Yalin asked again, “Then, as far as you remember, has there ever been a very strong and major 

earthquake?” 

“A big earthquake?” Five-Four-Seven thought for a moment and spoke, “There was a relatively strong 

earthquake, but that has been many years ago.” 

“Many years?” Li Yalin asked again, “How many years is many years roughly?” 

Five-Four-Seven frowned in thought for a moment and spoke, “Almost twenty years or so, but my 

timeline might deviate from reality a bit, within a positive or negative difference of two years, I guess.” 

Li Yalin nodded and reached out to cross out 2008 China, 2011 Japan, as well as a few more recent 

entries in the timeline, then spoke, “In that case, we can exclude the area around Japan, as well as 

central and southwestern China.” 

Saying that, he saw the entry for 2004 Indonesia and spoke up, “Did you remember that earthquake, did 

it feel strong?” 

Without thinking, Five-Four-Seven said, “It was very strong, and it even caused a lot of damage to our 

premises at that time, and some people were injured and even died as a result.” 

Li Yalin’s eyes lit up and he said with some excitement, “Then maybe it was the 2004 Indonesian 

tsunami.” 

Saying that, he took out the map and found the location of the source of the Indonesian tsunami on it, 

muttering under his breath, “The source of the earthquake at that time, in western Indonesia, was felt in 

many countries and regions, but the tremor you felt there was relatively strong, and it should be right 

around the Indian Ocean, possibly even in Indonesia.” 

“However, in 2003, there were major earthquakes of magnitude 7 or more in Hokkaido, Japan and the 

Solomon Islands, and a major 7.8 magnitude earthquake in Pakistan in 2005, and your timeline is not 

precise enough, so it is likely to be off here.” 

Speaking of this, he looked at FiveFourSeven and spoke up, “Do you have any other clues about that 

earthquake?” 

“Other clues?” Five-Four-Seven was silent for a moment and shook his head, “There are no more clues, 

the earthquake was rather scary, but after all, no one died, so we all didn’t take it too seriously.” 

Li Yalin looked at the map and opened his mouth to ask, “If the earthquake you are talking about is that 

big tsunami in Indonesia, you guys live underground, did you have any permeability accidents after the 

earthquake?” 



“Water permeability ……” Five-Four-Seven pondered for a moment, suddenly remembered something 

and blurted out, “At that time, there was indeed an accident of water penetration, the whole premises 

was filled with at least twenty centimeters of water, and later on, it was pumped out that water.” 

Hearing this, Li Yalin could not help but ask him with an excited look on his face, “Was the water salty?” 
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“Is the water salty?” 

FiveFourSeven thought about it and said with a frown, “This …… I can’t really remember too much to 

clear it, it’s been too long after all, but I seem to remember that after that time, there was some white 

residue on the ground and clothes, could it be salt precipitated from the sea water?” 

Li Yalin nodded and said, “The probability is that it is salt, if that is the case, then what you experienced 

at that time should be the Indonesian tsunami, the reason for the permeability is that the earthquake at 

that time triggered a large tsunami, and many surrounding countries were affected, which included your 

compound.” 

Saying that, Li Yalin circled two ranges on the map and spoke, “So it seems that your garrison, it could be 

in the western part of South Asia, or it could be in the eastern part of Southeast Asia.” 

Afterwards, Li Yalin saw a few more entries and muttered, “There have also been earthquakes in recent 

years where the Indonesian tsunami originated, but none of them are of a high level, did you guys feel 

any tremors?” 

Five-Four-Seven shook his head and said, “I can’t guarantee that I haven’t felt any tremors in all these 

years, but I can guarantee that I haven’t detected any significant tremors.” 

Li Yalin nodded and said, “In that case, it means that your site is at the relative edge of the impact of the 

’04 Indonesian tsunami, and is still largely outside the impact of the subsequent earthquakes in the 

vicinity, so it’s probably like targeting the area between the ninth and tenth rings on a large piece of 

target paper, which is a big breakthrough. ” 

Saying that, he drew several circles on the map, and finally marked the position in the middle of the two 

outer circles with a red marker, adding, “Although these parts are also very large, the good thing is that 

most of them are oceanic, and you said that your site, which felt the tremor in ’04 and had water 

penetration, is proof that your site, which must not be far from the coastline It should be somewhere on 

the coast within this ring, or on an island somewhere!” 

Five-Four-Seven looked at the circle on the map and spoke with a somewhat complicated expression, 

“We have been trying for so many years and so many people to figure out exactly where we are, but no 

one knows ……” 

At this point, Five Four Seven suddenly shed two lines of hot tears, allowing them to slide across his face 

as he stared at the not-so-small circle area and choked out, “Inspector Li …… Thank you ……” 

Li Yalin waved his hand and said, “Don’t be in a hurry to thank me now, even this circular area is very 

large, trying to do a carpet search here is actually very difficult, and before I came, I touched on this 

matter with Young Master Ye, I think, it’s not quite right to actually go to these areas to search for your 



quarters yet, we put these issues on paper discussing them, at least we won’t reveal any clues, but once 

we try to go within this area to find the other side out, we have to be prepared to be discovered by the 

other side.” 

Saying that, Li Yalin added, “Therefore, at the moment, the best way is for us to find the breakthrough 

point together on paper, and it would be best if we can shrink the target range to a small enough size 

through cooperative analysis between us, and then have Young Master Ye personally go and make 

contact.” 

Five-Four-Seven nodded understandingly and sighed, “The organisation is indeed very strong, risking 

contact would likely lead to mischief, and we have not been able to rid ourselves of their rule in the 

slightest for so many years, we don’t even know their true nature, we simply don’t know how much 

power they are hiding behind, and it is likely that there is much more room than we can imagine. ” 

Li Yalin said, “It is indeed saddening that you have not been able to escape the grasp of this organisation 

for so many years and generations.” 

Saying that, he looked at Five-Four-Seven and said seriously, “I think that if you want to escape the 

shackles of this tree for a hundred years, then Young Master Ye is definitely your only chance, only he 

can possibly save you dead soldiers and return you to freedom.” 

“Yes!” Five-Four-Seven nodded heavily without thinking and said with a face full of expectation, “My 

biggest dream right now is to be able to reunite with my wife and children outside, and I’m afraid that 

only Mr. Ye can help me realize this dream ……” 

Saying that, he asked Li Yalin, “Inspector Li, what else can you do to locate our premises in more detail? 

If I need to provide clues, I’ll be sure to tell you everything!” 

Li Yalin looked at Five-Four-Seven and opened his mouth to ask, “Do you guys always fly out on 

missions?” 
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Five-Four-Seven nodded and said, “Yes! Every time, you take a plane.” 

Li Yalin asked, “What state were you in midway?” 

“Coma.” Five-Four-Seven said truthfully, “When we were about to go on a mission, we would first take a 

drug that put people in a deep coma, and then wake up and we would already be at the place.” 

Li Yalin asked again, “Then how did you make sure that you took the plane every time you went out?” 

Five-Four-Seven explained, “Every time I went on a mission, I would ask my wife to help me calculate the 

time, although our time was not too precise, but with a relatively short timeline, the error was not too 

big;” 

“Every time I go on a mission, the time I can’t keep track of is the journey back and forth, the time spent 

in between performing the mission, I can keep accurate records myself, so every time I go back, I check 

the time with my wife and use the time she recorded, minus the time I recorded in between doing the 

mission, that’s the time spent on the journey back and forth, generally speaking, whether it’s to any 



place in the world out on a mission, the time we consume on the way back and forth is no more than six 

or seven days, a speed that only a plane can achieve.” 

Li Yalin nodded gently and said, “It won’t take more than six or seven days, which means that your 

turnaround is very efficient, and even the airport you departed from is probably near your station.” 

Saying that, Li Yalin remembered something else and said offhandedly, “The next step can be done in 

two steps, on the one hand, find better maps, including satellite cloud maps, and find out all the islands 

and airports within the circular area, then locate the area within a ten kilometre radius of each airport as 

a key target for investigation;” 

“As for the other hand, start with your transport!” 

Five-Four-Seven was busy asking, “How do we start with transportation?” 

Li Yalin said, “Although you were on a mission by plane, you didn’t go through customs when you 

entered the US, right, because when you woke up, you were already in the US and had completed your 

entry.” 

“Right.” Five-Four-Seven nodded and said, “Every time we go on a mission, we don’t go through 

customs, we’re already in the place when we open our eyes.” 

Li Yalin continued, “I don’t know about other countries, but since 9/11, the United States has taken 

aviation security very seriously, so the plane you are on cannot enter the United States directly, and if 

you enter the United States, you must pa*s through customs, so they must have chosen a certain 

country as a jumping-off point, and first flew the plane to the jumping-off point, and then immediately 

arranged for you to sneak across the border overland to complete your entry. .” 

After a pause, Li Yalin asked again, “Have you ever been to the United States before?” 

Five-Four-Seven nodded, “I went there once a few years ago, when I went to Los Angeles.” 

Li Yalin continued, “The time you went to Los Angeles was the same as the time you went to New York, 

you woke up and arrived at the place, and the round trip did not take more than six or seven days, 

right?” 

Five-Four-Seven nodded, “Yes.” 

Li Yalin smiled faintly and said, “To enter the United States you must smuggle in, and there are only two 

ways to smuggle in, either by sea or by land, but if it’s by sea, then a round trip of no more than six or 

seven days is simply impossible to achieve, so I feel that you must have flown to the jumping off point 

country by plane first, and then smuggled in by land.” 

Then Li Yalin added: “The United States only has two neighbours, Mexico and Canada, so if you go by 

land, it must be one of these two countries, but Canada’s aviation controls are also very strict, so if your 

plane chooses Canada as a jumping-off country, there is no way to get around the process of having to 

go through customs, but the situation in Mexico is different, Mexico is relatively much more chaotic. The 

likelihood of a plane avoiding customs and landing directly somewhere in Mexico should still be very 

high.” 



“I’m basically sure that you are based in the coastal areas or islands of western South Asia or eastern 

Southeast Asia, not far from the airport, and that your mission to the United States would have involved 

a plane flying into Mexico and then transferring you overland to New York, and that this organisation 

must have another group of men based in Mexico. ” 

“I think Mexico should have the lead I’m looking for.” 
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“Mexico?” 

When Five-Four-Seven heard Li Yalin’s analysis, he hurriedly asked, “Inspector Li, do you mean that 

when we go to the United States on a mission, the plane lands in Mexico first, and then enters the 

American mainland by land?” 

“Right.” Li Yalin nodded and spoke, “This is the way that I feel is the most reliable, the other methods 

are too difficult, since they are transporting you dead soldiers by plane, they must have a landing site, 

neither the US nor Canada can allow them to bypa*s customs and enter quietly, and only Mexico has 

this condition.” 

Five-Four-Seven asked in disbelief, “Wouldn’t the planes have to go through customs to enter Mexico?” 

Li Yalin explained, “Aircraft entering the country have to go through two levels, one is air traffic control 

and the other is customs, air traffic control is to control the aircraft before it lands, customs is to control 

the pa*sengers and cargo after it lands, in the whole world, no one can completely hide the 

whereabouts of the aircraft, unless he does not want to die, because the density of civil airliners is too 

high now, the aircraft navigation must be subject to air traffic control Arrangements for scheduling, 

otherwise there is a high risk of collision, so I presume that the plane that sent you guys in the first place 

must have been a normally registered plane and applied for a route with compliant formalities.” 

Saying that, Li Yalin added, “But the advantage of them choosing Mexico is that after the plane landed, it 

must have been much easier than the US and Canada to take care of Mexican customs and transport 

your group of dead soldiers out.” 

Five-Four-Seven nodded gently and asked Li Yalin, “Inspector Li, what is the next step to take then? You 

just said that planes can’t hide their movements, so let’s start the investigation with the planes?” 

“Right.” Li Yalin said, “From the day you arrived in New York, push forward three to five days, sort out all 

the planes that entered Mexico during these days, the one you were on should be among them, the rest 

is how to screen them, the workload should be huge.” 

Wan Bajun, who had not spoken, spoke up at this time, “Inspector Li, from your position in this circle, 

flying to any place in Mexico is at least 16,000 kilometres, most of the planes cannot fly that far, do you 

think they flew straight to Mexico, or did they have another stopover in the middle to resupply?” 

Li Yalin said with a serious expression, “I am inclined to fly straight, for them, a stopover will require 

additional landings and take-offs, which not only wastes time, but also carries a great risk, think about it, 

even if they are strong martial arts masters, once they are all packed into one plane, there is still a risk of 

being taken out in one go. expert could survive the crash?” 



Wan Bajun only felt a chill down his back and said, “If the plane really crashed, with a speed of several 

hundred kilometres per hour, plus a weight of over a hundred tons and dozens of tons of fuel, I’m afraid 

that even the strongest martial arts expert would not be able to survive.” 

Saying that, Wan Bajun added, “Planes that can fly such a long distance are basically ultra-long-range 

airliners in the large airliners, and under normal circumstances, airliners that can fly more than sixteen 

thousand kilometres are only the ultra-long-range models of Boeing 777 and Airbus A350;” 

“If Inspector Lee feels that the odds are that they landed in Mexico first, then let’s run through the 

aircraft that entered Mexican territory during that time and focus on those ultra-long-range airliners, 

which should rule out most of the flight information.” 
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“If any of the flight information that fits the criteria takes off from or near that circular area you drew 

just now, then that’s a key suspect.” 

Li Yalin’s eyes lit up and he spoke, “This clue is valuable and can save a lot of trouble.” 

Wan Bajun then said, “Then I’ll have someone check the entry records of Mexican planes during that 

period!” 

Li Yalin hurriedly said, “Hall Master Wan, it’s not difficult to investigate the aircraft entry records, but 

can you ensure that the channels you investigate are 100% secure?” 

“Rest a*sured.” Wan Bajun nodded and said, “The secrecy level of the information channels of the Hall 

of Ten Thousand Dragons is very high, moreover, we have many firewalls, so Detective Li can rest 

a*sured.” 

Li Yalin nodded gently and instructed, “Right, Hall Master Wan, also comb through the information of all 

inbound cargo planes as well.” 

“No problem.” 

…… 

Soon, a dense document was delivered to Wan Bajun’s hand. 

This document, recorded the information of all inbound flights to Mexico within the five days before the 

incident in New York. 

Since most of the incoming flights were small and medium-sized aircraft, only a few had a range of 

15,000 kilometres or more, so the total number of flights was less than a hundred. 

Of these less than a hundred flights, pa*senger planes accounted for 80% and cargo planes accounted 

for 20%. 

However, since the circle that Li Yalin had drawn out was probably in South and Southeast Asia, there 

was not a single direct pa*senger flight between these places and Mexico. 

And there was only one cargo plane that took off from Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, during those 

five days. 



This cargo plane was of the same type as the Boeing 777 ultra-long-range pa*senger plane that Wan 

Breaking Army had just mentioned and converted. 

The entry information shows that the plane took off from Colombo on the fourth night before the 

incident in New York, and after a twenty-hour flight, arrived in the border city of Monterrey, Mexico, in 

the early hours of the morning two days before the incident, and landed at Monterrey International 

Airport. 

The entry information also showed that the plane’s entry request included cargoes of tea and coffee 

beans, a specialty of Sri Lanka. 

When Li Yalin saw this information, he said with some excitement, “The odds are that this is the plane!” 

Wan Bajun also said with great approval, “This aircraft is a Boeing 777-200LR, which is Boeing’s longest 

range aircraft, and it is not impossible to fly 20,000 km with a moderate modification. is already not very 

large, and to convert a freighter with this type of aircraft is to not care about the load, just the 

efficiency, and this type of aircraft can basically fly from any two airports on the planet directly.” 

At this point, he gave a slight pause and added, “Inspector Li, this aircraft seems to be prepared to do 

global manoeuvres, and combined with the previous behavioural characteristics of that mysterious 

organisation, I think this series of inferences you made, including this result, is correct! It is the target we 

are looking for!” 

Li Yalin nodded, “I also think that it is it!” 

Chapter 4959 

Wan Bajun couldn’t help but exclaim, “Inspector Li, you’re really something! To be able to lock onto the 

aircraft used by the other side in such a short time, this mysterious organization probably never 

dreamed that they would be exposed so quickly!” 

Li Yalin said seriously, “It’s mainly because Five-Four-Seven is there, with him there, he was able to 

gradually help me lock on to the clues, while helping me with cross-matching.” 

“This organisation definitely didn’t expect that any of their dead soldiers would survive, and they 

wouldn’t have believed that the dead soldiers would be able to divulge any useful key information, 

much less that anyone would have checked out their planes, without Five-Four-Seven’s information, we 

would have even thought that these dead soldiers were all from American soil.” 

“Moreover, normally, even if someone was investigating the sudden appearance of dozens of dead 

soldiers in the United States, they would never have thought that it was related to a regular cargo plane 

flying from Sri Lanka to Mexico, much less they would have thought that we could use the seismic 

information from so many years in the past to pinpoint the approximate location of the dead soldiers 

and thus narrow the scope a little.” 

Wan Bajun sighed, “Information is important, but your ability to pull from limited information and keep 

narrowing it down is the key to finding clues, so it’s not for nothing that you are known as the Chinese 

God Detective!” 



Li Yalin smiled humbly, then pointed to the registration number of the cargo plane and the company it 

belonged to, and said, “By the way, Master Wan, the registration number of this plane starts with 9V, if I 

remember correctly, this is the registration number of Singapore aircrafts, so this plane must be 

registered in Singapore, and the company it belongs to is YT-Airlines. Check where this company is 

registered and the public information of the company, since it is a normally registered company, then 

the public information should still be relatively easy to find out.” 

“Good!” Wan Bajun also had a feeling of clearing away the fog and seeing the light of the moon, and 

could not hide his excitement as he said, “Wait a moment, I’ll check it out with the computer!” 

After saying that, Wan opened his laptop and searched for the company registered as YT-Airlines on 

Singapore’s corporate information website. 

The information showed that the company was registered in Singapore, and was an air logistics 

company called Yuantai International Express in Chinese. 

The company had three shareholders, all Chinese by name, and a total of six registered cargo aircraft, all 

Boeing 777 ultra-long-range versions. 

After finding out this information, Wan Bajun said to Li Yalin, “Inspector Li, if we find these three 

shareholders, will we be able to dig out the clues of that mysterious organisation?” 

Li Yalin said with a grave expression, “I think these three shareholders should all be false identities, such 

a cautious organisation could not have left any substantial clues related to people in this link, the reason 

why they must register a company and must register every aircraft is also that they have no choice but 

to do so, after all, aviation safety is a very important issue to the vast majority of countries around the 

world After all, aviation safety is a big issue for most countries around the world, and without complete 

procedures, their planes simply can’t fly.” 

Wan Xiaojun asked him, “Then what should we do next?” 

Li Yalin thought about it and spoke, “I met Young Master Ye before I came here, and both he and I felt 

that we should not create direct contact with the other side during the investigation for the time being, 

so as to avoid early exposure, so I’d better report back to him and see what he has in mind!” 

Chapter 4960 

At this time, Ye Chen had already returned to Providence. 

Xiao Churan continued to attend cla*ses on time as usual, while he stayed alone in the hotel’s 

presidential suite, waiting for news from Li Yalin. 

Although Ye Chen had saved Li Yalin’s life like a saviour, in his heart, he admired Li Yalin. 

He admired Li Yalin’s meticulous thinking as well as his meticulousness, his ability to look for 

breakthroughs in places that no one else would have thought of. 

It is this ability that has contributed to his reputation as a Chinese sleuth. 



And his idea of trying to use the clues from the huge natural disaster to gradually locate where the dead 

soldiers were stationed did seem extremely practical to Ye Chen, so he believed that it would not take 

long for Li Yalin to gradually clarify the clues after he met Five-Four-Seven in Syria. 

Li Yalin did not let Ye Chen down either, and a phone call to Ye Chen lifted Ye Chen’s entire spirit. 

When he answered the phone, the first thing Ye Chen asked him was, “Inspector Li, what have you got?” 

Li Yalin said, “Young Master Ye, we have analyzed some clues at the moment, but you have to decide 

what to do afterwards.” 

With that, Li Yalin gave Ye Chen a detailed report of the situation that he had analysed and investigated 

together with Five-Four-Seven and Wan Breaking Army. 

Ye Chen did not expect that Li Yalin had sorted out so many valuable clues so quickly. 

Firstly, it was the location of these dead soldiers in Five Four Seven. At present, it could be determined 

that the probability was in South Asia, especially the southeast coast of Sri Lanka, and the most probable 

islands in the sea around Sri Lanka, this range was already considered very precise compared to the 

whole world, if one really wanted to look within this range, it should not be a difficult task. 

Secondly, there is that Far East International Express Company registered in Singapore, in Ye Chen’s 

opinion, the function of this company, the probability is that it is specialized in transporting dead 

soldiers for this mysterious organization. 

Apart from that, there was also a very crucial clue, which was the six Boeing ultra-long-range aircraft 

registered under the name of Far Thai International Express. 

By grasping the registration numbers of these six planes, theoretically, one would grasp the movement 

of the dead soldiers of this mysterious organisation. 

After reporting this, Li Yalin said to Ye Chen, “Young Master Ye, there are two directions to investigate in 

depth at the moment, one is to search for the dead soldiers’ quarters within the currently locked area, 

then monitor the person in charge of the dead soldiers’ quarters, and then follow the vine all the way to 

find the real core members of the mysterious organisation;” 

“The other is to first find out the actual controllers of the Yuantai International Express and monitor 

them closely;” 

“Personally, I feel that this Yuantai Express, just like your sister-in-law who committed suicide by taking 

poison, is the white glove of this mysterious organization in the outside world, and most probably all are 

the peripheral members of this mysterious organization, or another kind of dead soldiers which are 

higher than these dead soldiers of Five Four Seven, from this line of them upwards, we should also be 

able to find the clues of the organization. “ 

 


